
In the Military Industry

Empower Your Frontline Workforce 

with the Industrial Augmented Reality and 

Artificial Intelligence Solution 



Our innovative Artificial Intelligence platform offers the easiest and reliable video communication method 
between colleagues, remote workforce and experts, speeds up picker’s work, monitors and controls IoT 
devices, transmits videos from drones, and much more. 

With the Supporteo AR Assist, field workers or customers can have direct HD video and audio calls to 
Experts in any part of the world over secure, low-bandwidth channels. During the call, the Expert can see 
what the worker or the customer is looking at and guide using AR objects. The hands-free technology 
allows the worker to follow the Expert’s instructions in real-time while the Expert monitors the process.

The solution works on AR glasses, IOS/Android smartphones and tablets, Macs, and PCs.

How it works
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https://supporteo.tech/supporteo-ar/


100%  
TRACEABILITY

Key features

80%  
RESOLVED WITHOUT 

TRAVELLING

100%  
REDUCTION IN ERRORS

Hands-free and voice control
The AR glasses can be mounted on safety helmets and used together with protective goggles 
and corrective glasses. Voice control allows completely hands-free operation.

Send/Receive and share files
During a call, the Expert can easily send or share any appropriate documents to the remote 
worker with a single click.

Low-bandwidth capabilities
Supporteo AR Assist was specially designed for use in remote areas and has minimum 
requirements to the internet connection.

Supports the leading manufacturers of wearables
Seamlessly integrated into many smart glasses and wearable devices such as smart scanners, 
infrared thermal imaging sensors, and remote cameras.

See-what-I-see video collaboration
Our platform allows the Expert to see the working site through the remote worker’s AR 
glasses or smartphone camera. In the process, the expert can add various markings to the 
display.

AR real-time annotations
An Expert can 'mark' the display with arrows, notes, and highlights that make it easy for the 
user to follow along with the Expert's instruction within a live session.

Session recording
The ability to record via AR glasses or a mobile device all sessions with automatic saving to 
the organization's cloud storage.

Multi-call
Several experts can simultaneously join the call and look at the problem through the worker’s 
AR glasses and provide their guidance.



Supporteo AR Assist for the Military
The army is one of the structures that hardly ever remains at its home base. Armies of 
leading countries are often geographically distributed over the entire globe. In the 
event of a military conflict, countries may deploy troops to the zone of hostilities, 
together with all the required equipment and vehicles. Even when a country does not 
participate in combat activities, its army trains at designated training grounds.

Supporteo joins communication with augmented reality creating a full-featured remote 
assistant tool allowing the expert to see the repair site and provide instructions in 
real-time. The solution uses smart glasses or even a smartphone camera to display the 
remote view and transmit it to the expert’s workstation.

The trooper at the remote site connects to the central base via their smartphone or 
smart glasses and establishes a video communication channel over which the view in 
the camera or smart glasses can be seen by the expert. The expert can remotely 
manipulate the view independently - zoom in or out, turn on the flashlight, stop the 
camera motion, take screenshots, start video recording. During the call, the expert can 
provide real-time guidance on the machinery repair and instruct the remote trooper to 
change the view.

The augmented reality component of the solution allows the expert to add graphical 
markings or notes to the display. Such markings are immediately visible on the remote 
camera screen or in the smart glasses display to supplement the voice guidance and 
enable easier repairs.

The deployment of an augmented reality solution, such as Supporteo, for 
military use improves the performance of the machinery and equipment 
and increases personnel safety.
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Benefits for the military industry

Augmented reality is being increasingly adopted by military companies 
of any size for the wide opportunities it offers. The technology that 
allows adding virtual elements to the real world while keeping the 
operator’s hands free opens the ways to increase efficiency without 
sacrificing safety.

SOLVE PROBLEMS FASTER

Provide your remote workers with real-time AR-based assistance through 
video calls with experts, thus resolving any issues within the shortest time 
possible.

REDUCE COSTS

Minimize travel expenses by enabling experts to consult and assist 
workers remotely without visiting the working site.

SAFER AND IMMERSIVE PERSONNEL SUPERVISION

Military industry can put its trainees in a more engaging and interactive 
environment using augmented reality. Increase the effectiveness of 
onboarding and training sessions for new staff with real-time remote 
guidance by experts and record the sessions for use in preparing training 
programs.

MITIGATE RISKS

Reduce the number of errors arising from insufficient knowledge or lack 
of experience.
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Contact us

+1 954 889 6989

info@supporteo.tech

REQUEST A DEMO

We are building a better tomorrow. 
Rely on us.
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